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Atlas
Orthogonal
Mastoid Support
Part Two

by Roy W. Sweat, D.C.
-"'~.'

About the Author: Dr. Roy W Sweat's
practice is in Atlanta, Georgia. He is a
graduate of Palmer College. In 1952,
he began a course of study specializing
in the upper cervical occipital-atlantoaxial complex under Dr. John F.
Grostic. Dr. Grostic chose him as an
instructor at his seminars. Sweat
completed a three-year program in
chiropractic orthopedics from the
National College. He is an associate
professor at Life College.
Dr. Sweat designed the cervical
analysis instrument. In 1981 he created the program of chiropractic Atlas
Orthogonality and wrote a series of
five books. Dr. Sweat has designed a
chiropractic adjusting instrument and
also a series of x-ray analysis instruments and attachments for the x-ray
machines and the orthogonal adjusting tables.
Dr. c.H. Suh, Ph.D., of the University of Colorado has again chosen Dr.
Sweat to speak at the Annual Bio
Mechanics Conference (14th) on the
spine. Dr. Sweat's orthogonal programs have also been approved by
the CCE(Canada) through the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College.
After ten years of diligent work and
replacing numerous supports throughout the profession, we have concluded
the following:
The mastoid support should be
mounted on a headpiece that is
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tiltable, so the mastoid support
can be tilted to fit the contour
of the mastoid of each patient.
With hand adjusting or instrument adjusting, the most effective
adjustment should not be deep
enough, or forceful enough, to
disturb the head.
Supporting of the head at any
point other than on the mastoid
permits the head to rock in such
a way as to disturb the neuromuscular integrity of the spine
rather than moving the atlas in
its articular bed. Clinical research has shown
that the patient is more receptive
to placing their head on a headsized headpiece than on a narrow
block support. Therefore, we have
included our mastoid support in
a somewhat smaller headpiece
than Dr. Grostic's, but still
as large as the patient's head."
Our Headpiece Description
Base: %-inch plywood, measuring 8inches wide and 6~-inches long
Mastoid block, on the forward edge,
running transversly: ~-inch wood, 2inch wide with one inch of black foam
rubber, extra firm (17 -24 pounds per
square inch). The remainder of the
headpiece has %-inch edge roll, with
%-inch of foam rubber, and ~-inch of
dacron fiber for padding. This is
covered with Naugahyde, stretched

tightly. Headpiece should be mounted
on a tiltable mechanism of solid support under the mastoid area, and a
tilting mechanism permitting the upper
part of the headpiece to tilt 25 degrees
inferior to the mastoid support.

Non-Bouncy

Foam Rubber

Foam rubber is designed to bounce
or absorb movement. The softer it is,
the more it will bounce.
The manufacturers of some of the
old tables changed the foam rubber
on the mastoid support without consulting us and we found, with instrument adjusting, there was too much
bounce and movement in the support
and the subluxations were not reducing properly. We now insist that when
our instruments are purchased by
doctors, they also agree to purchase
our headpiece and mastoid support.
We use the DYK Brand Open Cell
Industrial Sponge made by the
Groendyk Manufacturing Company,
Inc.,P.D. Box278, Buchanan, Virginia,
24066. Our mastoid support is the
extra firm (17-24 pounds per square
inch) that is measured with a durometer which is tested and shows that
one-inch thickness will compress 25
percent of itself,or to % inches. The
table manufacturers
changed the
mastoid support to medium firm (913 pounds per sq uare inch), which we
found was too soft and bouncy and
would allow too much movement in
the head and would not reduce the
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angle or the H.R.A. The head must be
flat on the mastoid or the rotational
angle will not be accurate.
A level gauge can be placed on the
patient's head to assure that it is level.
Dr. Richard Newman in Anchorage,
Alaska, has. developed a level gauge
to measure the patient's rotational
angle to make sure it is level. The
patient must be placed on the table in
the neutral position as they were in
taking the x-rays.
Dr. Daryl Ammons of Sanford, N.C.
has designed some rulers to attach to
the mastoid support to measure the
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Fig. 5

height of the mastoid support from
the edge of the table. We put a level
gauge underneath the supportto know
the angle of the support. We find the
tiltangle isalwaysfrom fivedegrees to
fifteen degrees. Knowing the exact
height and angle of the headpiece we
can then duplicate that exact setting
to repeat the previous adjustment.
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Line Of Drive
Fig. 6a

atlas subluxation satisfactorily.
. vical region, but little of the des'ired
Dr. John F. Grostic stated to me in movement of the atlas in relation to its
.
his seminars- in.Ann Arbor, Michigan, condyles."
, that he spent more time designing the
,

Work factors may vary but within
narrow limits.Due to the steepness of
the condyles and the steepness ofthe
superior atlas facets, the line of drive
should always have some vertical

Fig. 6b

mastoid support than any other part

angle or . a cephalic-caudlevector.
.

The transverse process is inside of the
mastoid and ramus of the jaw and the

adjustment has to be vertical and
medial.
Our work. factors are designed so
We have-designed a horizontal prosupports.
.'
.
tractor (Fig. 5) to be placed on. the that our high subluxations will averDr. AA Wernsing.states in his book,. . headpiece so that the patielJt can be . age from twenty to thirty degrees. If

Baseline Protractor

of his programs, including tying the
head down with solid_and'soft mastoid,

The Atlas.Specific, 1934,: "If only the lined up at the zero, or neutral position. .they are higher than thirty degrees,
If the patient has a kyphosis odordosis we do not set our instrument higher
top portion of the skull is-supported
and cannot be lined up at zero, then than. thirty degrees and then we inwhen the correction is attempted,
the angle must be measured and . crease the height of our headpiece
. there is likely to be' considerable
snapping of the articulation in the cer-' added or subtracted to the rotational and table setting to give us the ad;

.
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"Let us place the chiropractic spinal adjustment on a scientific
basis that is irrefutable
and accepted by the
scientific community."

Fig. 6c

Fig. 6d

Fig. 7 a

Fig. 7b

Fig. 7 c

Fig. 7 d

ditional mechanical advantage.
With low subluxations when the
lower angle is on the same side as the
atlas "Subluxation,we lower the table
placement and our instrument VRA
settingswillaverage from ten degrees
to twenty degrees.

Pre And Post
Figures 6 and 7 show that the atlas
with the opposite angles will reduce
properly, and the atlas adjusting on
the same side will reduce quite satisfactorily and properly with the correct
scientific instrument, vectors and the
correct scientific mastoid support.

Cineradiography
We have purchased a cineradiography unit Allthe different adjusting
instruments and all the hand-adjusting
procedures should be done under
cineradiography, which makes it possible to observe how they all work. We
should prove and standardize the
program that performs the best and is
the most efficient

Conclusion
The adjustment, whether by hand
or instrument, and the head rest and
support which is of equal importance,
must be designed scientifically and
accurately.
Let us place the chiropractic spinal
adjustment on a scientific basis that is
irrefutable and accepted by the scientific community,.
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